
Unit   4   CNC   Part   Programming   
1.   Define:   Model   and   Non-Model   Command   (2   Marks)   
Ans: Model  Code:  Codes  are  there  are  active  for  more  than  one  line  in  which  they  are  issued  are  call                     
model  commands.  Rapid  Travels,  feed  rate.  moves  and  canned  cycles  are  all  examples  of  modal                 
commands   

Non-   Model   Code:   A   non   model   command   which   ones   the   called,   are   effective   only   in   the   calling   
block,   and   are   then   immediately   forgotten   by   the   control.   For   example,   G4   (dwell)   is   non-modal.     
2.   Give   Structure   of   CNC   Part   Programming   (2   Marks)   

  
3.   What   are   the   Preparatory   Function   (G   Code)   and   the   Miscellaneous   Function   (M   Code)?   Give   
an   example   (2   marks)   
Ans:   Preparatory  Function  (G  Code):   G  code  use  the  information  contained  on  the  line  to  make  the                  
machine  tool  do  specific  operations  such  as:  Move  the  tool  at  rapid  travers,  Move  the  tool  at  Feed  Rate                    
along  a  straight  line.  Move  the  tool  along  an  arc  at  a  feed  rate  in  clockwise  and  counterclockwise                    
direction.  Move  the  tool  through  a  series  of  respective  operations  controlled  by  fixed  cycles  such  as  spot                   
drilling,   drilling,   boring   and   typing.   

Miscellaneous  Function  (M  Code):   M  codes  are  effective  or  cause  and  action  to  occur  at  the                  
end  of  the  block  and  only  one  M  code  is  allowed  in  each  block  of  a  program.  Specific  operation  such  as                       
Spindle   start/stop,   collant   start/stop,   tool   change   etc.   
4.   Explain   any   two   Preparatory   Function   (G   Code)   /   Circular   Interpolation.   (3   marks)   
Ans:    Circular   Interpolation   (G02   &   G03)   

Functions   G02   and   G03   are   programmed   to   make   circle   arcs   in   clockwise   or   anticlockwise   
direction   respectively   as   shown   in   the   figure.   
Format:   N_G02/03   X_   Y_   Z_   R_   F_   (here   R   _   Radius   of   arc)     
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5.   What   is   CANNED   CYCLE?   Give   its   example.   (3/4   marks)   
6.   Explain   the   tool   length   compensation.   (3/4   marks)   

In   the   CNC   machine   does   not   require   the   programmer   to   remember   the   length   of   the   tool   
for   each   tool.    But   instead   the   program   will   know   the   position   of   the   Z   axis   with   respect   to   the   
tool,   that   is,   the   position   of   the   Z   axis   in   relation   to   the   tool's   workpiece.     
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During   setup   of   the   CNC   machine,   the   operator   will   measure   the   tool   length   

compensation   value   i.e.   tool   offset.   And   then   the   value   of   this   offset   for   the   Z   axis   will   be   stored   
in   the   machine's   memory.   So   the   programmer   does   n ot   need   to   remember   this   length   comparison   1

for   the   tool.   
The   offset   can   be   measured   using   the   offline   gauge   length   to   reduce   the   set   time   in   the   

CNC   machine.   This   offset   displays   the   tool   length.   
The   length   of   the   tool   from   this   offset   can   be   accurately   measured.   

G43:    G43   command   is   used   for   positive   tool   offset.   
In   this   command   the   programmer   takes   the   value   of   tool   length   compressions   as   H   word   

and   in   G43   command   the   value   of   tool   length   is   added   in   Z   direction.   
Format:   G43   Z_   H_;   
Z   _   the   value   of   the   tool   length   in   the   Z   direction   
H   _   H   word   for   tool   length   storage   

G44:    G44   tool   length   offset   is   used   to   exclude   tool   lengths.   The   length   is   written   in   the   H   word.   

Format:   G44   Z_   H_;   

Z   _   the   value   of   the   tool   length   in   the   Z   direction   

H   _   H   word   for   tool   length   storage   

7.   Tell   about   the   needs   of   the   Compensation.   (3   Marks)   
8.   Explain   the   Tool   Radius   Compensation.   (3   Marks)   

In   Tool   Radius   Compensation,   like   the   Tool   Length   Compensation,   the   programmer   does   
not   need   to   remember   the   radius   for   different   circular   tools.   

But   during   machining   operation   the   tool   is   provided   with   Radius   Compensation.   
Tool   Radius   Compensation   is   used   for   milling   tools.   G40,   G41   and   G42   are   used   for   the   

tool   Radius   Compensation.   
G40-Tool   to   Cancel   Radius   Compensation   
G41-Circular   tool   to   provide   tool   radius   compaction   to   the   left   
G42-Circular   tool   to   provide   the   right   hand   side   of   the   Radius   Compensation   
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Format:   

G41   X_   Y_   D_;   
G42   X_   Y_   D_;   
G40;   

X_   Y_   The   value   of   the   given   coordinator   
D_   The   address   where   the   value   of   the   tool   Radius   Compensation   is   stored.   

Tool  Radius  Compensation  Helper  for  CNC  Machines  The  programmer  stores  the  value              
of  the  third  for  the  circular  tool  used  during  programming  in  the  D  address  and  uses  it  in  the  G41                      
and   G42   commands.   

  
9.   What   is   a   subroutine   /   subprogram?   Explain   with   an   example.   (3/4   marks)   

A   subroutine   is   known   as   a   subprogram.   The   subroutine   program   is   used   to   cut   uniform   patterns.   
The   subroutine   subprogram   can   be   called   anytime   in   the   main   program.   
Symbols   or   codes   are   used   to   make   a   ‘call’   in   a   subprogram   to   the   main   program.   e.g.   The   'L100'   

subroutine   saves   programming   time   and   simplifies   programming   as   well   as   reduces   program   length.   
The   following   example   uses   a   subroutine   program.   ‘L100’   is   a   subroutine   program   for   milled   20   

x   20   mm   square   pockets.   
This   'L100'   subroutine   program   can   be   called   three   times   in   the   main   program   and   three   20   x   20   

mm   pocket   mills   in   a   140   x   140   mm   plate.   

  
  

10.   Give   the   meaning   of   the   following   G   /   M   code.   (2   marks)   
(Any   15   G   codes   and   7   M   codes)   
G00   -   Rapid   move   (not   cutting)   G01   -   Linear   move     
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G02   -   Clockwise   circular   motion   G03   -   Counterclockwise   circular   motion     
G04   –   Dwell   G17-x-y   plane   select   G18   -   z-x   plane   select     
G19   -   y-z   plane   select   G90   -   absolute   dimension   G91   -   incremental   dimensions     
M00   -   program   stop   M01   -   optional   stop     
M02   -   end   of   program   M03   -   spindle   on   CW     
M04   -   spindle   on   CCW   M05   -   spindle   off     
M06   -   tool   change   M07   /   M08   -   coolant   ON     
M09   -   coolant   off   
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